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News, Views, Things You Can Use

1 Horse Country Breeches

In England, I visit camera-shy Nicholas, a maker of
our traditional Virginia hunt breeches. This specialty
shop consists of just five dedicated artisans who
create the highest quality handmade garments.
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Horse Country
Crops

A big burlap bag
filled with stag antler pieces
had just arrived when we
stopped by our English whip
maker. We chose the most
suitable specimens for our
Horse Country hunt crops,
then separately ordered the
ferrule collars for our soughtafter crops in single and
double mounted styles.
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Visiting our makers.
Country
3 Horse
Appointments

The beauty of our sandwich
and
flask
cases,
handmade in England, is
unmatched. The flawless
exterior leather is set off by a
chestnut colored lining and polished
nickel fittings.

Authentic Old
World Antiques

Where better to search for antiques than
among the items, including taxidermy,
on display in a small shop in the English
countryside? Fertile ground to find intriguing
items to offer in our store.

5 More
Carrots?
We found this sugar,
spice and carrot cake in
a bakery in Stow-on-theWold. Perfect for either a
child or pony, we thought
this photo was worth
sharing. An inspiration
for the artistic baker.
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